Heterozygous non-synonymous ROBO2 variants are unlikely to be sufficient to cause familial vesicoureteric reflux.
ROBO2, the receptor of SLIT2, is one of many genes/proteins that regulate the outgrowth of the ureteric bud, which is the first step in the development of the metanephric urinary system. Non-synonymous variants in ROBO2 have been found in a small proportion of patients with primary vesicoureteric reflux (VUR) in various countries. Here we sequenced 1 kb of promoter and all exons of ROBO2b with intronic margins in 227 index cases with primary VUR in an Irish population and found 55 variants, of which 20 were novel. We assessed the variants for evolutionary conservation and investigated novel and uncommon known conserved variants in 23 further index cases and family members of all index cases (to check for segregation with VUR), and then in healthy controls if we found segregation of the variants with VUR. Apart from one non-synonymous variant that was previously found in controls, we did not find any of the six other previously reported non-synonymous variants, but found four new non-synonymous variants. Of those, only two segregated with the disorder (p.Pro522Thr and p.Val799Ile). The former was not present in any of 592 healthy controls; the latter was present in one control. There are now 35 reported non-synonymous coding variants of ROBO2b. The predicted pathogenicity of those that have so far been found exclusively in VUR patients does not differ from that predicted for those variants also found in controls. Thus, our finding does not completely rule out that some variants may be the sole cause of VUR, but it is clear from the overall frequency that most of them cannot be. However, it is possible that some of these variants may cause VUR in combination with a mutation in another gene.